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1. Content of the on-line offer
The author takes over no guarantee for the actuality, correctness and completeness of the information
provided on these sides. Basically there are excluded liability claims against the author of these sides which
refer to damages of material or ideal kind and by which use or disuse of the provided information or wrong and
incomplete information have been caused, provided that from sides of the author no provable deliberate or
roughly negligent fault is given.
All offers are free and non-binding. The author reserves himself expressly to change shares of his sides or the
whole offer without special announcement, to complement, to remove or to hire the publication at times or
completely.

2. References and hyperlinks
A liability with direct or indirect references to foreign Internet sites ("links") which do not lie within the area of
responsibility of the author would exclusively become effective if the author has knowledge of the contents
and it would be technically realizable and would reasonable to prevent the use in case of from illegal contents.
That's why the author dissociates himself from any contents of the linked sides which were changed after the
link settlement. The author disposes of no influence on the current or future design, the shown contents or the
authorship of the tied up sides. That's why the author dissociates himself from any contents of the linked sides
which were changed after the link settlement. This statement keeps her validity for all links sedate within own
Internet offer and references as well as for external entries in visitors' books furnished by the author and
mailing lists. For everybody unlawful, wrong or not entire contents and particularly for the possible damages
which originate after the use or disuse such of offered information, only the liability lies with the supplier of the
side to which was expelled.

3. Copyright and sign right
The author pays attention to the fact that in all publications the copyrights of the used pictures, sound, video
scenes and texts are noticed, are used themselves erected pictures, sounds, video scenes and texts or that
sound, video scenes and texts is fallen back on pictures free of license. If protected brand names and
trademarks are used within the Internet offer or are called if necessary by third, these are defeated without
exception by the regulations of the in each case valid sign right and the possessory rights of the respective
registered owners. On account of the sole naming the conclusion cannot be drawn that these brand names are
not protected by the rights of third! The copyright for published and self-compiled properties remains only with
the author of the side. The duplication and the use of these pictures, sound, video scenes and texts in other
electronic or printed publications are not permitted without explicit approval of the author.

4. Data security
If possibilities are offered within the on-line offer to give administer personal or business dates (email
addresses, names, addresses), this expressly follows on voluntary basis on the part of the users.

5. Validity of this exclusion of liability
It is a matter of looking at this exclusion of liability as a share of the on-line offer from which was pointed out to
these sides. Should single segments or formulations of this text not correspond any more to the valid legal
situation or not be entire, all the other shares of the document concerning her content and his validity remain
untouched.

